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2018 ANNUAL REPORT – KINASAO LUTHERAN BIBLE CAMP 

Message from the Site Manager 

   2018 had a high volume of snow through February and March. This, coupled with the extreme cold we 
received December of 2017 to January of 2018 pushed the frost deeper and worked to freeze the septic pump-
out line for the retreat centre. It is difficult to decide whether the line froze causing the septic grinder pumps to 
fail or if the septic grinder pumps failed then the line froze. The septic line did not thaw until late June. By the 
time the line thawed the grinder pumps had been replaced with effluent pumps and a new lead/lag pumping 
system. 
 Mount Olive Lodge was renovated, new paint, flooring and furnishings. The patio door was replaced 
and a central vacuum system installed. Mount Olive has ten separate beds in three bedrooms that work well for 
small to medium sized groups or families. 
 The high volume of snow received this year did not create any issues during spring this year, in fact, the 
run-off went really quickly, and none of the areas usually requiring pumping needed it.  
 The closure of the Lutheran church in Birch Hills provided the funds for a new swim dock system. The 
dock in an “H” pattern was well received by staff and campers and will give us many years of service. 
 The hiring of a full-time part-time groundskeeper did free up a considerable amount of time i.e. setting 
up for the new horse program, allowing the repair of damaged cabin, and multiple additional repairs throughout 
the camp.  Many of the hiking trails including the challenge course, were brushed in early spring using the 
brusher purchased in 2017. 
 New tables and chairs were added to our inventory and a shipping container to store the new chairs was 
also purchased and installed, the container still requires siding. Obert Friggstad provided the materials and 
labour for the new horseshoe pits which were shifted a little South of their original location. 
  The Lakeland area had a storm on July 6th; we had relatively light damage compared to other areas in 
the district. We lost multiple trees in the main camp area, one cabin roof  (Willow) was partially crushed 
(unoccupied at the time) and power was out at the camp for about thirty-six hours. One tree in the campground 
had to be removed by a professional company; otherwise staff and volunteers handled most downed trees. 
Numerous trees fell on the Red trail; these were not cleared until August. The generators worked well for power 
supply, the power outage did highlight some problems with the system, which most have been addressed, 
consisting of mainly consolidating power use to one panel by shifting some breakers. There is still a problem 
with powering up the walk-in cooler when other electrical demands were too great. The increased load would 
sometimes trip main breaker on the generator. To fix this problem would require a larger generator. Currently 
the generator powering the Source is a 9000-watt at peak and the one powering the retreat centre 10,000 watts at 
peak. 
 The inclusion of a horse program into this year’s skills camp provided some logistical challenges. The 
tipi site was deemed the best location to keep the horses as it was close enough to allow easy access and far 
enough away to keep most people from disturbing the horses. Thankfully this was the last year for bridge 
sections over the corduroy road and the last three sections were completed in July providing better access to the 
tipi site for the horse program. The only downside is it created unwanted golf cart traffic out to the tipi area.  
 The Lake Country Coop Agro graciously supplied fencing. The fencing panels gave us a riding area and 
a place to keep the horses overnight. The horse program shared the tipi site with the week-in-wild campers and 
very few problems were encountered sharing the space. One bear did provide some excitement to the horse 
program on one occasion and only held up lessons for a short time.    
 The shop area was tackled this year, Lorne Ridgway and Wayne Hyde spent time clearing the upstairs 
storage area, two-thirty yard roll-offs and two six yard metal bins were filled, shop organization is ongoing. The 
addition of a gas line to the shop in early November has kept the shop area warm and cozy through the winter. 
The line was run from the director’s house.  Some line protectors will have to be added in the spring. 
 In all, the year was productive with many projects finished, a great big thank you to all those who 
volunteered with their service.     Richard Monseler, Site Manager 


